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Abstract. Graph-based data structures have drawn great attention in
recent years. The large and rapidly growing trend on developing graph
processing systems focuses mostly on improving the performance by preprocessing the input graph and modifying its layout. These systems usually take several hours to days to complete processing a single graph
on high-end machines, let alone the overhead of pre-processing which
most of the time can be dominant. Yet for most graph applications the
exact answer is not always crucial, and providing a rough estimate of
the final result is adequate. Approximate computing is introduced to
trade off accuracy of results for computation or energy savings that could
not be achieved by conventional techniques alone. In this work, we design, implement and evaluate GraphGuess, inspired from the domain of
approximate graph theory and extend it to a general, practical graph
processing system. GraphGuess is essentially an approximate graph processing technique with adaptive correction, which can be implemented
on top of any graph processing system. We build a vertex-centric processing system based on GraphGuess, where it allows the user to trade
off accuracy for better performance. Our experimental studies show that
using GraphGuess can significantly reduce the processing time for large
scale graphs while maintaining high accuracy.
Keywords: Graph Processing · Approximate Computing.
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Introduction

Nowadays graph-based data are pervasive, with applications including search
engines, social and biological networks and financial systems. Studies [29] have
pointed out that graph-based data structures constitute more than 25% of all
enterprise data. Graph sizes are increasing rapidly and they consist of billions of
nodes and edges with relatively random patterns, posing significant challenges to
computer systems and architecture. Hence, efficient batch processing or serving
instantaneous interactive queries on these graphs becomes a challenge in the big
data era. Observing this need, several graph processing frameworks [13, 14, 19]
have been introduced to reduce the programming burden and avoid the need for
extensive optimizations for each and every application.
Most prior graph processing systems try to find the “exact answer" in a
resource-efficient and timely manner. However, in many real world applications
(especially in the large-scale data analytics domain), the exact answer may not
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be necessary all the time, and one can usually tolerate some amount of error. For
example, web search engines are most often interested only in the first few tens
or hundreds of pages of what users are looking for, disregarding the rest [16, 17].
Also, in a financial security application where the goal is to find fraudulent
activity patterns, it is good enough to just capture a rough estimate of the
number of times the pattern occurs [9]. Such characteristics of many modern
graph applications can allow the system to trade off accuracy for execution
efficiency. Motivated by this, in this paper, we pursue approximate computing
techniques for a spectrum of graph applications where we strive to provide faster
and more efficient output with high quality results.
The fundamental question in approximation is the relationship between the
amount of data processed and the associated accuracy of the final results. Based
on this relationship, typically, the solutions either run the algorithm on a portion
of data (sampling) or run a part of the algorithm (task skipping, interpolation)
on the entire data, to achieve a reasonable approximation of what actual results
would be. Unlike the other types of data structures, the randomness of graphs
makes it difficult to exploit specific properties in the data that may help isolate
them for conventional sampling and/or subsetting of the processing.
While the system side of graph processing community has been focusing on
running the exact algorithms [6, 13–15], the theoretical side has come up with a
large body of graph approximation techniques, which try to provide a mathematical bound for the solution. Yet such approaches can impose a huge burden on
the programmer to design and implement new and complex graph algorithms.
There exist few prior works aiming at practical aspects when approximating
graph application executions [4,8–10,24]. However, such existing approaches not
only rely on offline preprocessing, which imposes a huge overhead and is unfeasible in many cases where the graph structure changes rapidly, but also are not
general and mainly target a limited type of applications.
Motivated by these limitations of prior approaches and ever-growing importance of graph applications, in this work, we propose GraphGuess, a run-time
adaptive approximation model for graph processing systems which: (i) requires
minimal preprocessing and change to the original graph and applications to figure out what data to include in the computation; (ii) adapts dynamically to
the graph structure and application at hand; (iii) preserves characteristics of the
original graph and increases the output accuracy; and (iv) significantly reduces
the volume of computation performed compared to the exact graph computation. Although our evaluations are confined to static graphs in this paper,
GraphGuess is certainly applicable to dynamic graphs as well.

2
2.1

Graph Processing Systems
Think Like a Vertex

Traditionally, processing a large graph required significant developer efforts to
design and implement an optimized version of the algorithm. Upon increasing
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interest in the applications with underlying graph-based data structures, this
task has become increasingly more challenging and inefficient. Several generalpurpose graph processing frameworks have been introduced and evaluated in recent years to improve the programmability of graph applications, focuses mainly
on performance and/or scalability. These frameworks include, but not limited
to, vertex-centric [6,14, 15], edge-centric [22], data-centric [20], matrix operation
based [28] and task based [12]. Among all these models, the idea of “think like
a vertex ” or vertex-centric programming model has seen significant interest and
widespread deployment in recent works [7, 13, 14], and is our model of choice.
Vertex-centric model is
an iterative approach that Algorithm 1 An example of vertex-centric algoexecutes a so-called vertex rithm with Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) model
program that includes one 1: for each Vertex v do
or more user-defined func- 2:
for each incoming Edge e do
tions (udf ) for each vertex 3:
new_property ← Gather(e)
in every iteration. To elimi- 4:
property ← Apply(new_property)
nate the overhead of unnec- 5:
for each outgoing Edge e do
essary computations in ver- 6:
Scatter(e)
tices that have not seen any
updates, the concept of active vertices is employed, where a list of vertices is
maintained to keep the vertices that have received an update in the previous
iteration for sub-setting the processing (i.e., reducing its scope in the next iteration). Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) [14] is one of the widely used vertex-centric
models, which consists of three main phases that are executed in each iteration.
First, in the Gather phase, a vertex reads from all incoming edges and reduces
them to a single value. Next, in the Apply phase, a vertex uses the reduced value
to compute its own property. Lastly, in the Scatter phase, each vertex propagates its new value over all out-going edges. A sample program in a vertex-centric
model is shown in Algorithm 1.

2.2

Preprocessing the Graph

While vertex-centric models provide ease of programming, their performance can
still throttle as the graph size increases. However, due to the random nature of
the graph, as the number of edges increases, the system suffers from poor spatial
locality when accessing the vertex properties. Also, a processed (destination)
vertex is unlikely to be processed again before most of the other vertices (low
temporal locality). Hence, the system performance still suffers from an underperforming cache, and cannot benefit from any known prefetching techniques [2].
Finally, real world graphs are known to follow the power-law distribution and
have skewed degree nodes, which makes synchronization in shared-memory systems problematic [5]. As a result, many existing frameworks focus on optimizing
the data layout, by preprocessing the graph and reordering the vertices and/or
edges. Preprocessing the graph can improve the locality of the input and increase
the performance at run time. However, altering and rewriting the original graph
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requires several iterations over the entire graph, which may exceed the actual
running time of the application itself, making these methods impractical [18].
2.3

Approximate Analysis

Approximate computing has gained much popularity in big data processing systems in recent years. Several techniques are used to run the application approximately including, running the application on a smaller portion of the dataset
(“sampling") or running the program partially on the entire data (“task skipping"). Note that, in either case, there is an underlying assumption that data
are independent and the accuracy will improve (linearly) with more data or
more tasks processed. The same holds true for the area of hardware-based approximation [11] as well, where data representation is approximated (e.g., via
quantization) in favor of performance, bandwidth, storage, or power gains.
Reducing the size of the input
Original Graph
Sampled Graph
graph or skipping part of the process are promising solutions for certain problems in graph processing.
However, unlike other types of data
structures, there is a dependency be(a)
tween data elements (vertices) in the
graph, where an error in a single vertex (as a result of approximation, for
e
example) can propagate to the entire
application. There have been several
works in the theory community on
graph approximation algorithms [1, 3,
(b)
17, 21, 27]. In most cases, the pro- Fig. 1. (a) Sparsifying with uniform samposed approximation algorithms are pling with σ = 0.5. (b) Example of Dumbvariants of the corresponding original bell, where random uniform sampling may
algorithms, with proper changes to re- end up not choosing e.
duce their running times, while bounding the error through randomization. However, since such approaches are very “algorithm-specific", they are not readily
applicable in existing general graph processing systems that are used today to
run a wide variety of applications.
Generating a smaller graph or graph summarization techniques are introduced to speed up graph processing. Among these methods, sampling, similar to
approximate analysis, is one key idea in theoretical graph approximation, commonly referred to as graph sparsification. In this approach, a set of edges (or
vertices) are selected randomly from the original graph, to reduce the amount
required processing. A parameter determines the degree of sparsification, and
the accuracy of the result depends on this parameter. An example of random
uniform sampling is illustrated in Figure 1(a). Apart from sparsification, other
graph summarization techniques such as graph sketching [23] and graph compression [4, 25] have been proposed in recent years. In addition, a few graph approximation frameworks have been developed to alleviate the performance bot-
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tleneck of large graph processing [9,10,24]. Shang et al. [24] propose an automatic
approximation for graph computing, which targets compiler-level optimization
rather than runtime system optimization. ASAP [9] targets approximate graph
pattern mining (finding pattern in graphs). More recently, V-Combiner [8] is
proposed with a similar goal as graph sketching techniques. V-Combiner consists of an initial step to create an approximate graph with fewer vertices (and
edges) and a delta graph to use during the recovery phase in order to compute
the output for missing vertices. Similar to the previous methods, this technique
depends on building a couple of new graphs, which means a large memory burden
in addition to the preprocessing overhead.
2.4

When Graph Approximation Fails

While sparsification reduces the graph size, the reduced graph may not necessarily preserve all essential properties of the original graph which are critical for
the target application. One such problem can be seen in Figure 1(b), which is
referred to as the “dumbbell graph". In this case, uniform sampling can omit
edge e which attaches the two parts of the graph, leading to serious errors in the
algorithms that rely on this edge (e.g., graph connectivity). To make sure that
edge e is chosen, one may need to sample several times, which is usually quite
inefficient and makes random uniform sampling error prone. Spielman et. al. [27]
proposed a sparsification technique based on the degree of the nodes. However,
this method may also fail in some scenarios [26].
loading

pre-processing

processing

post-processing

Accurate
Other Approximations

…

…

V-Combiner
GraphGuess
Time

Fig. 2. General timeline of executing a program on graph processing systems.

To solve the problem of leaving out very important edges when sampling,
Spielman et. al. [26] use importance for edges or “effective resistance" that is
taken into account when sparsifying the graph. In a graph, the effective resistance of an edge e is equal to the probability that the edge e appears in a
random spanning tree. Although a quite powerful metric, computing effective
resistance for all edges in a given large graph can introduce excessive overheads
at preprocessing time [8, 27].
In Figure 2, we show the timeline of running several graph approximation
techniques for an algorithm on a relatively large graph (we scale the figure for
better presentation). Clearly, graph summarization and V-Combiner are still
suffering from the same type of problem, where the additional overhead is justifiable if the algorithm runs for a large number of iterations. In this paper,
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inspired by the existing works in graph theory, we introduce GraphGuess,
which requires minimal preprocessing, with no need for a new graph. The performance benefits of GraphGuess come mainly from reduced number of edges,
which has been shown as a main factor in slowing down the graph processing
systems [8–10, 24], while its higher accuracy is due to adaptive correction. Furthermore, GraphGuess provides flexibility that allows integration with all types
of graph algorithms and requires minimal changes to the front-end applications.

3

GraphGuess

3.1

Programming Model

The programming model used in GraphGuess is closely similar to that in the
vertex-centric model discussed earlier in Section 2. Such a design makes our
framework significantly easier to adapt to the existing applications. Here, for
the sake of simplicity, we use pull-based vertex-centric model. Note however that
GraphGuess is not limited to any specific underlying model and can be easily
adapted to the others. The functions defined in the GraphGuess programming
interface and their descriptions are provided below, alongside an example of
PageRank implementation using this interface shown in Algorithm 2.
– GG-Gather: Gathers property from incoming edges in each iteration and
computes a local function. The red line here is the minimal change required
in user-program introduced by GraphGuess.
– GG-Apply: Applies the newly calculated property to a given vertex.
– GG-VStatus: Checks the convergence criteria based on the old and new
values and activate the vertex.
Tracking the Edge Influence
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(a) PageRank
(b) SSSP
Fig. 3. The edge influence for 3 iterations on (a) PageRank and (b) SSSP

To avoid the high preprocessing overheads, GraphGuess tries to find the
importance of edges dynamically at runtime using the concept of edge influence.
In each iteration, the calculations at a given vertex are impacted by the “influence" of the edges, i.e., a function of the property of other end vertices. If one
could track this importance (edge influence), it would be possible to dynamically
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Algorithm 2 PageRank using GraphGuess API
1: procedure gg-gather(vertex u, vertex v)
2:
old_value ← u.property
3:
u.property ← v.property
+ u.property
v.degree
- old_value
4:
return u.property
u.property

. Return the Edge Influence

5: procedure gg-apply(vertex u, value property)
6:
u.old_property ← u.property
7:
u.property ← (1−d)
+ d × property
N
8: procedure gg-vstatus(vertex u)
9:
if |u.old_property − u.property| >  then u.active ← True
10:
else u.active ← False
11: procedure gg-estatus(edge e, value influence, value threshold)
12:
if influence > threshold then e.active ← True
13:
else e.active ← False

figure out whether that edge should continue to be used in subsequent iterations
as well. This is also a natural way to exploit user-defined functions that get computed at each vertex, rather than artificially try to identify the importance of the
edges offline. In other words, regardless of the type of the algorithm (distance,
value propagation, etc.) GraphGuess would be able to automatically extract
the edge influence information. To achieve this flexibility, one can slightly modify the GG-Gather() function in the vertex-centric model from Algorithm 2 to
capture the influence of each edge (Line 4). This additional information can be
passed through to the main method in the processing system, and be used for
the future iterations, details of which will be discussed later in Section 3.3.
Figure 3(a) illustrates the edge influence for all edges in a small, syntheticallygenerated graph running PageRank algorithm for 3 iterations (one figure for each
iteration), using the modified GG-Gather() in Algorithm 2. As shown, those
edges which provide higher influence would continue to have higher impact in
future iterations as well. Thus, one can eliminate the edges that are not contributing significantly to the final result, to reduce the number of processed
edges within each iteration. This technique has been previously proposed in the
work by McSherry [16] as an optimization “solely" for the PageRank algorithm.
While PageRank showed a relatively non-changing edge influences across iterations, that may not necessarily be the case in other applications. For instance,
Figure 3(b) shows the edge influences for the SSSP algorithm in which not all
vertices are active all the time, as it is a traversal algorithm. Consequently, the
edge influence values depend not only on their source and destination, but also
on the iteration. As mentioned before, the criteria for determining “importance"
will itself vary, in general, across applications. As a result, a single criteria may
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not suffice for tracking edge importance, and it is much more practical to let the
user determine the criteria as part of the programming exercise.
3.3

Runtime Modes

While the vertex (user) program for GraphGuess requires minor changes, the
underlying processing system in GraphGuess, which is completely oblivious to
the developers, still needs a few modifications to accommodate the approximate
computing capability. One of our main goals in GraphGuess is to avoid any
unnecessary preprocessing and building new graphs. Hence, we include a flag for
each edge in the graph to determine if the edge is active or not. Next, we define
the following two running modes for GraphGuess.
– Accurate Mode: This is the default setting, where each vertex reads data
from all incoming edges (regardless of their active flag) and executes the
corresponding functions.
– Approximate Mode: Each vertex only reads and processes data from its
"active" incoming edges and disregards the rest.
In the approximate mode, each vertex deals with fewer edges, thereby reducing the total number of processed edges and less processing time. However,
this also means that vertices do not have access to the edge influence values for
those inactive edges. To figure out whether those missing edges continue to be
immaterial in the computation, we define the concept of a superstep, in which
the system switches back to the accurate mode, enabling each vertex to pull
information from all its incoming edges.
3.4

Adaptive Correction

In GraphGuess, the system starts in the approximate mode where a subset
of edges is deactivated, similar to graph sparsification, discussed in Section 2.4.
A control parameter, σ (sparsification parameter ) controls the number of active
edges, with a higher value of σ indicating more active edges. We want to emphasize that the overhead of this part is negligible and in fact it can be done while
loading the graph into the system. The system continues in the approximate
mode for α iterations (approximate window ), and then performs a superstep,
where it transitions to the accurate mode to adaptively correct the initial edges
selection. At the end of a superstep, GraphGuess can determine and activate
new “qualified" edges, based on the computed edge influence and a threshold
θ (influence threshold ). This is done in a user defined function, GG-EStatus(),
example of which is shown in Algorithm 2. The process continues in the next
iteration with all activated edges.
This approach can be seen as a coarse-grain active list technique introduced
in the original vertex-centric model. However, here, in addition to activating
vertices based on their property change, for each vertex, its edges are activated
based on the edge influence computed in the superstep. Furthermore, we drop
the edges with minimal influence to reduce the number of processed edges in the
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number of processed edges

system. We only pick the edges that meet the influence threshold (θ), and discard
the rest. That is, after performing a superstep, GraphGuess only activates the
qualified edges and deactivate the rest, regardless of whether they were active
before or not. Figure 4 illustrates the Vertex Point of View (VPV ) evolution
time-line of this approach, by showing the number of edges processed across
iterations for a single vertex.
In a large graph, performing
a single superstep iteration may
maximum
1
in-degree
not suffice to capture the changes
Drop
w.r.t θ
that gradually ripple through the
Next Superstep
graph. Motivated by this obser2
dropped
after α iterations
vation, we propose to use periw.r.t σ
time
odic supersteps in GraphGuess
α iterations
and control the frequency using
Fig. 4. Time-line of running GraphGuess
the same approximate window parameter. More specifically, α controls how long it takes before another superstep
should take place, as shown in Figure 4 2 . Note that, a smaller value of α means
more frequent superstep executions and results in better accuracies; however, it
also imposes higher overheads on the system. While one could have different
parameters for controlling the first superstep and their recurrence, and vary
them through the course of running the algorithm, we find that using the same
parameters provides a good enough accuracy-performance trade-off.

4

Applications and Error Criteria

4.1

Applications and Datasets

As discussed before, GraphGuess is application domain agnostic and can work
with any target application. Most current graph benchmark suites include popular graph algorithms, including graph traversal, property computing, and pattern
mining. Based on that and due to limited space, we selected Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP), Weakly Connected Components (WCC) Page Rank (PR),
and Belief Propagation (BP). We also chose a wide variety of graph workloads:
Wikipedia (WP), LiveJournal (LJ), Twitter (TW) and Friendster (FS).
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Fig. 5. The impact of GraphGuess parameters on the accuracy and speedup of the
system running on Wikipedia. The left y-axis shows the accuracy and the right y-axis
shows the speedup and the x-axis represents the value of the parameter.
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Error Metrics

Unlike non-graph based approximations where determining the error is relatively
straightforward, defining error metrics in approximated graph applications is not
trivial. Consider PageRank for instance, where the algorithm itself includes a
control knob for error (convergence rate), which can also be used for evaluating
the approximated output. At the same time, since the intention of PageRank is
to relatively rank the pages, absolute values for the rank may not matter too
much. Consequently, in the following we explore different evaluation metrics.
• Top-K Error: (used for PR and BP) Similar to [17] this metric is defined
as the fraction of vertices in the top-k ranks of approximated output that are
not in the top-k ranks of the accurate output.
• Relative Error: (used for WCC) The relative error is the ratio of the
difference between the accurate and the approximate value to the accurate value.
• Stretch Error: (used SSSP) Borrowed from graph theory, the stretch
factor is applicable in most distance-based graph applications and defined as the
ratio of the approximated value to the accurate value for each vertex.
For the sake of better representation, in all of our evaluations we use accuracy,
ranging from 0% to 100%, which is defined as (1 − error) × 100.

5

Experimental Evaluations

Implementation and Setup: We implemented GraphGuess on top of a
vertex-centric graph processing platform in C++ and parallelized using the
shared memory API OpenMP. Note that, in principle, GraphGuess can be
integrated into any other graph processing system (including those with a preprocessing mechanism), with minimal changes in the API. We use the accurate
execution as the baseline, and measure the speedup and accuracy compared to
this baseline. For a fair comparison, we also implemented the user functions
for all of our benchmark applications for GraphGuess and all other baselines.
In all our experiments, unless otherwise stated, we run the experiment for the
same number of iterations five times and report the mean value for the metrics.
To determine the effective performance of GraphGuess, we only measure the
execution time of processing and pre-processing parts of the application.
5.1

Sensitivity to Control Parameters

To examine the impact of the control parameters on the overall system efficiency
and accuracy of GraphGuess, we conduct several experiments and present the
results in Figures 5. These figures capture the relationship between different
values of control parameters (x-axis) and speedup on the right y-axis (red line)
and accuracy on the left y-axis (blue bars) compared to the accurate baseline. In
each setting, we fix all other control parameters and selectively vary the desired
parameter (indicated on the bottom of each figure) to observe its effect. We ran
the applications on Wikipedia dataset for a fixed number iterations to get a fair
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comparison. Due to space constraints, we show the results only for PageRank
and SSSP in one instance.
Figure 5(σ) plots the speedup-accuracy comparison, for different values of
the sparsification parameter (σ). The value of σ is varied from 0.1 to 0.9 in 0.1
increments, where 0 represents the case where no edge is active and 1 represents
the case where all edges are active. Clearly, one can expect better accuracy from
the system when σ has a higher value, but at the same time the performance
would be degraded. Figure 5(σ) confirms this expectation, and with σ = 0.1
the accuracy is about 40% with speedup up to 3×, whereas with a higher value
σ = 0.9, the accuracy increases significantly while the performance improvement
ending up being as good as the accurate mode.
The influence threshold or θ, can also affect both accuracy and speedup, as
demonstrated in Figure 5(θ). More specifically, a lower value of θ makes it easier for an edge to get activated – as a result the system processes more edges
and achieves higher accuracy. On the other hand, with higher threshold values, the edges are only being activated if they make significant influence at the
supersteps, thus, the system in this case trades off accuracy for performance.
Figure 5(θ) also reveals that, when θ is changed from 0.05 to 0.5 both performance and accuracy change significantly, whereas a change of threshold from
0.5 to 0.8 has a relatively low impact on the performance, while resulting in less
accuracy, due to limited number of processed edges.
Figure 5(α − P R) plots the impact of changing the value of α (superstep
frequency) for the PageRank algorithm. Earlier in Figure 3(a), we saw that for
PageRank, the distribution of edge influence is more or less uniform throughout
the execution of the algorithm. As a result, the specific starting point (or frequency) for a superstep does not affect the accuracy in any significant way. It
can be seen here that changing α does not affect the accuracy considerably, compared to the previous results, while doing so can change the speedup. However,
this is not always the case, especially when the algorithm traverses the graph
and vertices get activated later.
SSSP

Speedup

Speedup

Pagerank
An example of such behavior is in the SSSP
algorithm, the results of which are given in Fig3
ure 5(α − SSSP ). Previously, Figure 3(b) showed
2
that, in this application, the edge influences do
not follow the same pattern throughout the time;
1
hence, the time at which a superstep is performed
40
60
80
100
matters more than the PageRank case. It can be
Accuracy
concluded from this figure that the different values
of α impact both error and performance consider- Fig. 6. Accumulated parameably. In general, to handle all types of application ter analysis to determine fair
behaviors in GraphGuess, we use the combina- value for control parameters.
tion of control parameters σ, θ, and α.
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Fig. 7. Speedup (y-axis) vs accuracy (x-axis) for three different running modes with
various control parameters. For better visibility, we combined closer points into larger
filled area. The ideal spot is only marked in the first figure and same for all applications/dataset.

5.2

Evaluation of Performance and Accuracy

To select the best parameters for our evaluations we refer to our earlier observation in Section 5.1. Figure 6 demonstrates the accumulated speedup-vs-accuracy
for various configurations for PageRank on Wikipedia dataset. To save space,
we only show PageRank in this figure, however we can see a similar pattern.
Here, the x-axis represents the accuracy and the y-axis shows the speedup over
the baseline. We sweep through various values for each control parameter in
GraphGuess (σ, θ, and α) and report the results as points in these figures.
To achieve a reasonable improvement-error ratio (while eliminating the overhead of finding optimal values), we target about 90% − 95% accuracy which
has been shown to be an acceptable range in several previous graph approximation studies [8, 17, 24]. Our experimental studies reveal that there exists a set
of parameters in GraphGuess that can satisfy this goal (though may not be
the ideal setting for either speedup or accuracy for all applications). Therefore,
for our experiments discussed below, we selected the parameters within the red
circle for all other workloads and applications.
We compare the speedup and accuracy of GraphGuess against a baseline,
which is the traditional “accurate" vertex-centric system. In addition, to assess
the need for mode switching (between approximate vs accurate) in GraphGuess,
we introduce two static schemes which are special cases of GraphGuess. The
first scheme is a variant of graph sparsification, referred to as SP henceforth,
where the application starts by deactivating the edges based on the parameter σ,
and continues processing in this mode until the end. Note that, unlike previous
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studies [4, 8], there is no need to build a new graph and we use the underlying
GraphGuess framework to process the graph. The second scheme, Static Mode
Switch(SMS ), uses a combination of the approximate and accurate modes. Similar to SP, this scheme starts in approximate mode, however after performing a
superstep it stays in the accurate mode for the remaining iterations.
Figure 7 compares the performance-accuracy trade-off in three aforementioned schemes (SP, SMS, and GG) for all four applications and datasets. We
use a similar setting as Figure 6, where the x-axis shows the accuracy and the
y-axis represents the speedup. However, for better visibility here, we apply the
kd-tree algorithm on the points for each scheme and cluster closer points into
a larger filled areas. Note that a larger area captures the fact that more points
ended up in the corresponding region. We also show the ideal spot (our goal),
with a gold star in PR (Wiki), where the speedup and accuracy are the highest.
In the case of PR and BP, we see that using SP achieves a significantly higher
speedup, but the accuracy is lower, due to the missing edges. Using SMS, the
performance improvement is limited, depending on when we switch back to the
accurate mode. Clearly, SMS achieves high accuracy, but there is no promising
performance improvement over the baseline. For instance, the accuracy of SP on
Twitter dataset is closer to that of SMS, due to its higher density. Whereas, on
more sparse graphs like LiveJorunal, using SP ends up in a lower accuracy. On
the contrary, when using GG, we can see higher speedups with accuracy coming
closer to that of SMS.
In SSSP, SP performs well in terms of speedup, and its resulting accuracy is
lower compared to the other two schemes. That is, the missing edges in SP can
exacerbate the error, since the error from one node can propagate to many other
nodes. SMS achieves a higher accuracy in SSSP compared to SP, as expected;
however, the accuracy can vary depending on the start of the accurate mode.
This also can hinder the performance of the SMS scheme. In comparison, GG
brings the best of both worlds, and helps us achieve an accuracy which is very
similar to that of SMS, and a performance which is very close to that of SP.
Table 1. Comparison of speedup (Spd) and accuracy (Acc) between GG and others
Alg (Dataset) PR (LJ) PR (TW) PR (FS) BP (LV) BP (TW) BP (FS) AVG
GG

Spd (×)
Acc (%)

1.64
94.32

1.49
98.12

1.66
94.74

1.68
96.69

1.85
98.08

1.62
95.29

1.66
96.20

SP

Spd (×)
Acc (%)

1.74
89.21

1.54
94.84

1.81
92.19

1.83
93.13

1.94
97.57

1.81
93.64

1.78
93.43

VC

Spd (×)
Acc (%)

1.45
87.15

1.34
95.36

1.12
91.63

1.20
94.41

1.16
97.91

1.29
93.41

1.26
93.31

In WCC, the vertex property is defined as the Connected Component ID of
the vertex residing in. Consequently, the influence estimate is a binary decision
– whether the ID is changed or not. This implementation of WCC application
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forces the influence values to be either 0 or 1. Hence GG and SMS end up
exhibiting the same behavior; so, we only show GG in this figure. As can be
observed in Figure 7, GG performs much better (as far as error is concerned)
compared to SP, with a lower speedup. This also proves that GG is more flexible
in terms of application, and can be applied in various settings depending on the
need.
Overall Performance and Accuracy: We compare the speedup and accuracy values achieved by GraphGuess against a recent approximate graph
processing system, V-Combiner [8]. While in this paper we are aiming at minimal pre-processing, we include V-Combiner due to its lower overhead compared
to the alternative methods. Note also that V-Combiner only supports specific
types of graph applications such as PR and BP, while GraphGuess can support
any graph algorithm implemented on current graph processing systems. We also
include sparsification (SP ) as a special case of GraphGuess without adaptive
correction, as discussed earlier in Section 5.2.
Table 1 shows the speedup and accuracy for GraphGuess, Sparsification,
and V-Combiner, on PR and BP, using three different datasets on top 10 best
configurations. It is to be noted that V-Combiner does not support SSSP and
WCC. From this experiment, we observe that Sparsification has the best speedup,
close to 72% on average, at the cost of lower accuracy. However, V-Combiner
suffers from lower speedup due to mandatory pre-processing, which involves
additional graphs creation and the recovery phase. The performance gain of Vcombiner on average is about 26% compared to the baseline, while it maintains
an acceptable accuracy. Finally, our proposed approach, GraphGuess, closes
the gap between these two with a speedup of up to 85% and 58% on average,
while maintaining a higher accuracy compared to the other two methods.
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Concluding Remarks

This paper presents GraphGuess, a novel attempt at approximating graph
processing with a simple extension to current APIs. Inspired by the ideas from
graph theory and approximation analysis, GraphGuess implements an adaptive approximate graph processing strategy that requires no time-consuming preprocessing and can be applied to any graph processing system. GraphGuess
preserves the main characteristics of the graph using adaptive correction and
provides sufficient flexibility in modulating different control parameters. In this
work, we vary these control parameters to achieve performance-accuracy tradeoffs, and our experimental studies show that GraphGuess achieves up to 1.85×
speedup while maintaining high accuracy compared to an accurate baseline.
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